
Detecting a change in Joe's geolocation, Resulticks pushes an 
app notification reminding him about a needed item at the 
nearby pharmacy and offering a discount on other items.

Changing location triggers
reminders

Joe, a known customer, walks past the Vision Fashion 
store at the mall. The brand’s beacon detects him and 
triggers a real-time notification on today’s special 
discounts at this location.

Real-time notifications
drive footfall

An unknown visitor to a brand's web page exists without 
taking action. Resulticks triggers a web notification to secure 
consent for future notifications. The visitor moves on to a 
competitor's site. Later, Resulticks triggers another 
notification from the brand with more attractive offers.

Contextual notification
acquires unknown audience

Resulticks triggers in-app messages to direct users to
new app features or offers.

In-app messages
promote new features

Resulticks triggers in-page overlay notifications 
to drive visitors to campaign pages with 
time-sensitive offers.

In-page overlays
capture attention

NEW OFFER
You have a new offer on the store

VISION ATHLETICWEAR
Hi Joe, 

buy two items from our new Performance 
Compression series to download an exclusive 

workout program for free!

X
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Push notifications:
5 quick use cases

VISION RETAIL
Hi Joe,
Our VisionMaster feature is live!

X

Check it now for exclusive content, 
daily activities, and interactive 
experiences! 

SHOP NOW

CONTINUE
Not Interested

Leaving Already? 
Sign up to get web notifications on future plans

Email

Password

SIGN UP

X

Hi Joe,
our latest 5G data plans just got cheaper! 
And you stand a chance to win the latest 
VisionPhone!"

X

Vision Fashion
Good afternoon Joe.

Save 40% on the new fall 
collection at our SuperMall 

location. Today only.

Hi Joe. 
Remember to pick up your 
medication. Save 15% on other 
purchases while you're here.

Vision pharmacy

Learn what Resulticks can do for your brand.

REQUEST A DEMO
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